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by Tanya Finnie

Culture Eats Strategy for Breakfast

Corporate PA Summit

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1 mins
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3 minsAcknowledgement of Country – I would like to acknowledge our custodians and traditional owners - the Whadjuk Noongar People form this beautiful land on which we meet. Just look at the gorgeous Derbarl Yerrigan (Swan) snaking out there. What a wonderful acknowledgement from ClaudiaDid you know most Indigenous art has no right side up as it is normally painted by moving around it as an arial view it can be hung diagnolly or horizontally. Pretty versatile if you ask me. Also comment on direction
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recently been to a doctor…A few short weeks away from getting my doctorate – not because I want to become an academic
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Cultural Identity

Nationality

Race/EthnicityGender

Function/Role

Marital/Family Status
Disability

Sexual Orientation Religion

Socio-economic Status

Age

Health Status

Hobbies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3 minSelf Reflection ActivityWhat is your cultural Identity? If you draw two column and give a score out of 10 in first for importance to you and second how you safe you feel expressing this at work.Our cultural identities shape who we are and influence how we interact with others. 
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Diversity is being asked to the party, inclusion is being asked to dance.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1 minWhat can you do to create a more inclusive work environment?Companies often want inclusion, but only has diversityHow do we do this? First key lesson is through the language you use. Demonstrate by an activity in perspective taking.
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ActivityPerception The way you think/interpret or understand something.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
4 minQuick experiment – what do you see? Most people say a Eucalyptus leave/flower, But what if you are a koala or an Aboriginal looking for medicine.Aboriginals waving their babies over the fire. CannibalsWhen the first white people came across Indigenous people in Western Australia, they observed….reportedWe allow our perceptions to be a reality – but is it?As a leader you are ineffective if you have blind spots!Trick is to let your curiosity recognise that you may be using status quo thinking – see things from different perspectives.
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11 million pieces 
of information 40-50

pieces

Gender – 150 ms

Skin Colour – 100 ms.

11 million pieces 
of information

7

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2 minsAccording to neuroscience, we are exposed to 11 million pieces of information at any one time, but can only deal with 40-50. That’s why we create categories and make assumptions. Often only process up to 7 pieces. It helps us to make sense of things. We notice someone’s skin colour in 100 milliseconds, someone’s gender in 150 milliseconds.Practice and habit are important because they train circuits in the brain to carry out some actions “automatically,” without conscious interference.For example, a typical reading rate of 300 words per minute works out to about 5 words per second. Assuming an average of 5 characters per word and roughly 2 bits per character yields the aforementioned rate of 50 bits per second. Clearly, the exact number depends on various assumptions and could vary depending on the individual and the task being performed. It is known, however, that the senses gather some 11 million bits per second from the environment. Unconscious bias can impact many decisions we make – whether it’s a hiring related decision or just day-to-day decisions involving people. Although we like to think that all hiring is based on merit, the reality is that our unconscious bias can influence our thinking and decisions.This means we constantly take shortcuts. Bias is normal. We all have biases – it’s an essential part of being human. The key is recognising them and acting on them, and it takes work every day to do this.
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Intuitive Thinking

 Conscious
 Deliberate 
 Systematic
 Slow 
 Effortful
 Rational
 Complex

Rational Thinking

Kahneman, D. (2011). Thinking Fast and Slow. 
Farrah, Straus and Giroux, New York.

SYSTEM 1

 Unconscious
 Automatic
 Emotional
 Fast 
 Effortless
 Intuitive
 Everyday

SYSTEM 2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3 minDaniel Kahneman won the Nobel Prize for his work with Amos Tversky on how intuition works.  His book, Thinking Fast and Slow, addresses the ways we make decisions with both our intuitive thinking, what he calls System 1, and rational thinking, what he calls System 2 .  Systems 1=LimbicSystems 2=neocortex (can’t do it when you flip your lid)NLPTwo columns (1 for each system)Write 2 activities that you do daily in systems 1 thinkingWrite 2 Activities you do/can do in systems 2 thinkingWhen we think of ourselves, we identify with System 2, the reasoning self that has beliefs, makes conscious choices and decisions. We believe we are rational beings much of the time.  However, Kahneman’s work illustrates that most of the time we make decisions from System 1.  System 1 comes “naturally’ to us– it is fast, emotional, automatic and effortless.  System 1 is in charge most of the time without us even knowing it. Imagine, for example, that you won a raffle and could choose from 2 prizes:  one valued at $20 and another valued at $50.  Which would you choose?  Most people choose the $50 value, even if the item is not something they would need or even especially want.  Bias can cause us to assume that higher-priced products are better quality.System 1 is where our unconscious biases originate. To manage our biases we need to operate out of System 2.  System 2 is something we have to work at carefully.But, how do we do that?  How can System 2 help us avoid acting on our biased thoughts? This is where cultural intelligence comes in. It’s a skill set built with the System 2 rational brain. It’s a skill that allows us to think strategically on the fly as needed. It doesn’t happen automatically– we have to practice and work hard to develop it.
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Unconscious bias is an example of a shortcut 
our brain takes based on previous patterns.

Unconscious Bias

Past 
experiences

Social 
Stereotypes

Social and 
cultural norms

Others’ 
experiences

Media 
Representation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
4 mins  - These patterns can be based on:Social stereotypesBackgroundCultural contextPersonal experiencesThese all influence the perception we have before we even get to know someone. These Biases can have harmful effects and create barriers.The Oxford dictionary’s definition of BIAS is an inclination or prejudice for or against one person or group, especially in a way considered to be unfair – leading to an In group/an Out group. Bias is including/excluding someone based on gender, age, ethnicity, views. Giving a particular task (something that might be considered as a 'shit job') to someone who irritates you/who it is well known that you think is not co-operative and can be awkward.Biases influenced by stereotypes, past experiences, media reputation, social and cultural norms:- appearancesAgeLanguage spokenMarital statusThinking styleCultureJob level / statusPolitical preferenceReligionSkillsIncome levelEthnicity
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IUMRING TQ GQNGIUSIQNS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1 minLet’s talk about common biasesWhat do you see?
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IUMRING TQ GQNGIUSIQNS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1-2 minReason we have biases is your brain is trying to make sense of the world2nd key lesson – Check your biases and learn how to manage them.Let’s do another quick activity



FEMALE                                          MALE
Husband
Mother

Daughter
Uncle

Grandma
Boy

Grandpa
Girl
Son
Wife

© RedHead Communications

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s try a couple just for fun.  Ready?  I will click through a series of words.  Raise your LEFT HAND when you think “Female” and raise your RIGHT HAND when you think “Male”  We will move quickly.



FEMALE                               MALE                                 
OR LIBERAL ARTS OR SCIENCEMusic

Mother
Engineering
Philosophy

Father
History
Wife
Son

Chemistry
Physics

© RedHead Communications

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TEACHING NOTES:This option would be appropriate with an academic audience.LEFT HAND—if it’s either a word associated with female or with liberal artsRIGHT HAND—male or science



MALE                                       FEMALE
OR LIBERAL ARTS OR SCIENCEFather

Engineering
Music

Daughter
Uncle
Math
Girl

Literature
Husband
Physics

© RedHead Communications

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Left: Male or liberal artsRight: Female or scienceASK:  What did you notice?  How did that go?  (allow for a few comments but keep moving.  The IAT is an example to help participants see their own biases more clearly.)
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IAT STATISTICS

75% of those who took this test had a faster response time when male was 
tied to science and female was tied to liberal arts.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1 minThis was true even among female scientists. Why might this be? Our System 1 thinking may automatically jump to the bias that women are not good scientists.  System 2  thinking knows that women have the same scientific aptitude as men. So, to override the System 1 “intuitive” and biased response, our responses take longer.  The same principle applies to all the different IATs–  if you have not done so already, after today’s session you can revisit the IAT website and take tests on weight, religion, etc.age, weight, political leanings, disability, and much more.Studies have used the IAT to investigate how weight stereotypes affect people who are overweight or obese. In a 2011 psychological field experiment, for example, scientists at Linnaeus University in Sweden found evidence of hiring discrimination against heavier individuals. Experimenters sent out fictitious applications for a large number of actual advertised job openings. The applicants all included their photographs and had the same credentials, but some of the photos showed the job-seekers as obese and others as normal weight. The researchers then compared the number of callbacks received by the normal-weight applicants and the obese applicants. Later, the hiring managers who received the applications were invited to take an obesity IAT as well as measures of their explicit hiring preferences. The researchers found that recruiters who showed the most implicit versus explicit negative associations with obesity were the least likely to have invited an overweight applicant for an interview.
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Imagine a map of the world

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3 minuteImagine a map of the world…(Appear)Each have their own map of the world – could relate to cartoon where 2 figures look at a 6/9 from different sides deciding what number it may be.Where are you from?
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EQ
IQ

CQ

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2-4 minNow that you are all warmed up, let’s dig a bit deeper.We all know about IQ – our intelligence quotient that is a number often measured as a child and fairly stagnant throughout life. EQ or emotional intelligence is how we react to someone else emotions – how we read it and respond accordingly.  EQ however is culturally bound. Cultural Intelligence takes it to that next level that crosses cultural borders. We often hear body language tips for example often written from a western view point, but it does not translate across all cultures.EQ Story around Soon Ang – 1999/2000 Y2KUpdate computer systems from Singapore – First selections made by conventional standards as experience and IQ



What is Cultural Intelligence (Quotient)
The capability to function effectively across various cultural contexts

National

Ethnic Organisational

Generational

Gender

Ang, S.’,  Van Dyne, L., “Conceptualization of Cultural Intelligence” in Handbook of Cultural Intelligence: Theory, Measurement, and Applications. Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 2008), 3.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2 minsIn short CQ (or Cultural Intelligence) is a capability to function across various cultural contexts,What does culture refer to? It is not only ethnical or even national, but also includes organisational, gender or GenerationalAny baby Boomer who ever listened to an intense conversation between two teenagers will know that they speak a different language, that stems from a different culture.Could demonstrate by letting everyone stand up. They can sit down if born and bred in Australia, ever lived in (pick country/continent), gender, age etc.
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Results of High CQ

Profitability

Job Performance

Cross-Cultural Adjustment Personal Well-Being

Situational Awareness

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3 minsBefore I even tell you about CQ, I want to highlight the benefits of high CQ – empirically proven and measured these are the results of high CQIn simple terms it helps you to get the respect you deserve and to collaborate better. It gives you the ability to be more resilient, agile and agile.I specifically help managers to get to that next level of their career.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Talk about Drive and Knowledge 
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Cultural Intelligence (CQ)

Unconscious 
Bias
(UB)

Decrease in biased decision-m
aking

Ap
pl

ic
at

io
n

of
 C

Q

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a key point and it bears repeating. With high CQ you are less likely to act on your biases. You can control the application of bias.  You can consciously choose NOT to behave in biased ways.  CQ helps minimize the application of bias by building your drive, knowledge, strategy and behavior to take intentional action.  As we build our CQ, we learn to move from reacting unconsciously, to taking more conscious, intentional actions.  Just like when we learn any new skill, at first this may take a bit more time.  But, over time and with practice, it gets easier and feels more natural.
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Affinity Bias

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2 minAffinity BiasWe like to hang with people similar to usThink of cave times. Always looking for danger. Had to make rapid decisions. Higher level of trust people similar to you“He reminds me of myself at his age.“I went to that school too! When did you graduate?”New employees normally have a 3 month trail at start of employment. We want innovation, different ideas etc.Then! Spend first 3 months putting you in  a box
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1 minWho are these people?Margaret ThatcherPrince WilliamObamaSir David Attenborough
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Confirmation Bias

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2 minThey were upside down and distorted, how did you recognise them?Confirmation bias – a lot of experience at something, you don’t need to know it in depth to recognise it.I.e. the problem you’ve seen before, I hired someone from that part of the world before and they were…Looking for evidence to support my own thinkingWhere does this occur for you?Get different examples from the worldLook at people from a different lenses, read different book/TV that will challenge your viewpointWe look for and interpret data in a way that confirms and supports our previous / current beliefs, prejudices and values.Not seeking objective factsOnly remember or focus on details that upholds your beliefIgnore info that challenge your beliefInterpret info to support existing belief
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Everyone Covers

“To cover is to downplay a disfavoured trait 
in order to blend into the mainstream. 
Because all of us possess stigmatised
attributes, we all encounter pressure to 
cover.”

— Kenji Yoshino

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2 minWhy we need strategyASK:  What is covering? “Covering” is sociologist Erving Goffman’s term for how we try to “tone down” stigmatized identities, even when those identities are known to the world. Examples of covering: Religious covering, gay covering, gender covering, racial covering, disability-based covering, etc.Examples of covering can be a Muslim employee, who finds a deserted corner in his office to pray instead of using a conference room – so that his co-workers won't see him. A person within the LGTBQ+ decides not to invite his/her partner to a company event to avoid the stigma
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Action

Core and Flex

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A colleague of mine in the UK, Julia Middleton explains how we understand ourselves with flex and core….. You need to get this especially about yourself, but also about others around you to apply strategy that could lead to action.
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Action

Core and Flex

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
History
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A B

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
10 minsPerspective taking activity
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60%10%

30%

Percentage Weight

Career Success - Promotions

Coleman, H. Empowering Yourself: The Organizational Game Revealed (1996)

Image

Brand. What others think about you?

Performance

Day to day output. What you deliver.

Exposure

W
ho know

s about you and 
w

hat you do?

Exposure

Who knows 
about what 
you do?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1 minHarvey ColemanPerformance:  this is about the day-to-day work you’re tasked with and the quality of the results you deliver.Image: this is what other people think of you.  Your personal brand.  Do you maintain a positive attitude? Do you lead with solutions to issues, or are you the person that solely offers roadblocks when others suggest changes or alternatives?Exposure:  Who knows about you and what you do?  Does your boss know what you do?  Does their boss know you and what you do?  Do others inside and outside your organization know anything about you?Positive exposure can lead to a Halo Effect
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The halo effect is when we develop an impression of someone because of one trait or characteristic. This impression then influences our overall judgment of them.How we look is a common way in which the halo effect takes place. To provide an example, people who are considered good-looking in a photograph, might hence automatically be considered a good person. Such an assumption though can be very misguided and the looks provide no definitive way to make such a judgment.'conventionally-attractive' people tend to be perceived as being competent and successful. Any negative characteristics are therefore overshadowed, such as poor punctuality and communication skills, or frequently missing deadlines.The horn effect is essentially the complete opposite of the halo effect. The horn effect is a cognitive process in which we immediately ascribe negative attitudes or behaviours to someone based on one aspect of their appearance or character. A common example of this is overweight people, who unfortunately are often stereotyped as being lazy, slovenly or irresponsible. Whether it’s how someone looks, speaks or even their body language, we may just have a ‘bad feeling’ about them. If a team member is perceived to be 'scruffy', for example, this could influence your perception of their work performance.
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“She’s a good 
person— she 
didn’t mean 

anything by it.”

When bias breaks out…

“ What’s wrong, 
can’t you take a 
joke? ”

“ I’ve called lots 
of women that 
and they didn’t 
mind! ”

Explaining it away.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3 mins-10 minsSay:  Marva Cullen’s 35 Dumb Things Well-Intentioned People Say offers a great overview of the idea of “explaining away.”  She writes:Explaining away is a defensive response that pours fuel on the other person's anger. The speaker not only refuses to take responsibility for their words but also puts the other person in the wrong, allowing no response.”If someone tells you they’re offended by what you said, apologise. You don't have to wallow or start walking on eggshells. If you're really curious about why your words were offensive, you may find a time and place for a longer conversation to explore the issue, but most times the reasons will be obvious once you get over your embarrassment and let down your defenses.Explaining it away can also happen when you are a bystander.  If you witness a microaggression and then “justify” your own lack of action or response by saying “it was just a joke… they were overreacting” you too are explaining it away.  You are making excuses for your lack of action on behalf of the person experiencing the microaggression and bias.After explaining the concept of “explaining it away” circle back to make sure the concept of microaggressions is clear.  Roberto Montenegro, a chief fellow in child and adolescent psychiatry at Seattle Children's Hospital in the US explains that microaggressions aren’t just “about having your feelings hurt. It’s about how being repeatedly dismissed and alienated and insulted and invalidated reinforces the differences in power and privilege, and how this perpetuates racism and discrimination.“You may not have had bad intention, but it is still important to listen to their perspective and consider the larger, systemic biases your comments and actions may be replicating.
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Equality… No systematic 
barriersEquity…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ASK:  AGREE OR DISAGREE: All employees should be treated equally. [ask before showing the image](Show #1) EXPLAIN:Equitable is different from equal. Equal suggests the same treatment or support.   Equity means that everyone receives equal opportunity to achieve, contribute, and belong.All three spectators are treated equally. But do they all have equal opportunity to actually see the game?  .Culturally intelligent organizations need to promote equity over equality. (Show #2) Here’s one step toward more equitable treatment.(Show #3) But here’s what we’re ultimately after. So many times we don’t see the structural processes or systems that contribute to the challenges we are facing.  But, if we can see the structure, see the system, we can work to modify that system itself.  Sometimes it is easier to just “take down the fence” than make sure everyone has the right number of boxes.Addressing bias is similar.�We can manage our own biases by learning CQ strategies like perspective taking.  And, we can also change the system itself so people don’t feel like they are in the out group. ASK: Just to show how pervasive unconscious bias can be, what biases do you notice in these images?  Are they free from bias?Possible answers:  all people have brown skin, assumes equity only important for those who are “outsiders” (literally outside the fence).  Also, notice how assuming they can all stand (another version has a person in a wheelchair) and how the ground is level– the systemic bias in our societies and organizations quite literally creates a situation where the metaphorical ground we stand on is very different.  NOW, work to make the connection to Unconscious Bias even clearer.Say:  Just like individuals have unconscious bias, organizations may also have biased processes, practices, and policies.  Organizations have processes and systems that structure our work and the ways we relate.These systems can reflect explicit and unconscious biasSystemic change is needed to create lasting, widespread inclusionSay:  These policies and practices may not be intentionally biased, but they may result in bias. 
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Culture eats 
strategy for 
Breakfast.

Peter Drucker
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